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TO THE MEMORY OF I. N. HERSTEEN, A GREAT TEACHER AND FRIEND 
The purpose of this note is twofold: to prove that, except for some trivial 
cases, n x n matrices with involution * satisfy no *-polynomial identities of 
degree dn, and to exhibit a *-identity alternating in skew an 
variables of degree 2n for n x n matrices with transpose invohrtion. 
Let F be an infinite field of characteristic not 2 and M,(F) the ring 
of n x y1 matrices over F with an ~~vo~~t~o~ *. &et F(X? *i’j=- 
FIX,, .‘.) Xk, x,*, . . . . xk* } denote the free a with involution in the 
variables xi and XT. An element of *IL or a *-pOly~Om~a~~ 
.,ftxl: I.., xk, x:, ..‘, xz) # 0 is said to be a *-~o~y~~rnia~ identity (or a 
ak, a:, ..~, ak*) = 0, for a!1 a,, . ..) akE 
ial identities of M,(F), one h 
ns (see [4, Theorem 3.1.421): t 
* = t, and the canonical symplec 
ly when n = 2m is even by settin 
where A, La, C, D E M,(F). 
The *-P&s of M,(F) o not seem to be well understood, For instance7 
t possible degree of a *-polynomial ntity for M,(F) is not 
easy argument shows that such a ust be at “least n. 
Let S, be the symmetric group on k symbols and sk(xI, ,.., xk) = 
L Sk (sm a) X0( 1) . . X,(k) be the standard polynomial of degre k; in 
3, 53 it was shown that when * = t, s~~-~(x? -- xik, . . . . ~~~~~ - x$~~) is 
H for M,(F), whereas when * =s, sznP2(xI ix:, . ..) x,,_,+.x~~~,,~) is 
a *-PI for M,(F). No *-identities of smaher degree are known for an 
arbitrary n. 
* This research is supported by MPI of Italy. 
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We will show that any *-PI of M,(F) must be of degree at least n + 1 
in case IZ > 2. In fact we prove the following 
THEOREM 1. Let n > 2. If f is a *-polynomial identity for M,,(F) then 
deg(f) b n + 1. 
ProoJ: Suppose by contradiction that deg(f) d n. We assume, as we 
may, that deg(f) = IZ. 
By a standard argument we may also assume that f is *-multilinear, i.e., 
for each i (1 < i< n) either xi or x7, but not both, appears in each 
monomial of$ Hence f can be written as a sum of monomials in which, for 
each i, either xi + XJ+ or xi - xi* appears. Moreover, by a suitable change 
of variables (xi=yi+y* or xi =vj-uF) we may assume that f is a polyno- 
mial in the variables zi, . . . . z,, where, for each i, either zi= xi+ XT or 
zi = xi - ~7. Write 
f(Z1, "*2 &I) = c %~,(l)“~Z,(,) 
uts, 
and suppose that, say, CI~ = 1. 
Let * = t be the transpose involution and denote by eii, i, j= 1, . . . . n, the 
usual matrix units. 
Suppose first that there exists ie { 1, . . . . n> such that zi = xi + XT. Then 
set Aj=eii, Aj=ejj+, +ej+,j for j= 1, . . . . i-l and Aj=ej-ljrtejj_, for 
j= i-k 1, ,.., n, where in the definition of Aj we take either the plus sign or 
the minus sign according as for the corresponding variable we have either 
zj=xj+xJ* or zj=xj-x,*. 
We have 
f(A,, . ..> An) =eln + c akrekr2 
k#l 
i-#?I 
and this contradicts the fact that f is a *-PI for M,(F). 
Therefore we may assume that f (zi, . . . . z,) is a *-polynomial in the skew 
variables z1 =x1 -XT, . . . . z, = x, - x,*. 
For ie (1, . . . . n-2) fixed, set 
A,=Ai+I=eii+,-ei+,j 
Ai+z=eji+z-ei+zi, 
and for j E ( 1, . . . . n} set 
Aj=ej~,j-ej,i~l, if j>i+2 
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A,=ejj+l-ej+,j, if j < i, 
Then 
fis a *-PI for M,(F) we deduce that rl +c.x(~~+~)= 
oreover, by setting A,=An~l=e,-ln-e,n~i, An..2=e,,p2n--e,,n-2, 
j=ejj+l-e,+lj (j=l,..., n-3), as above we get ct,+a(,_,n,=O. 
e have proven that for all i= I, . . . . n- 1, SC~~~,~)= -4. 
et now z E S,. Then 
It follows, by the same argument given above, that 
a,-1 + a,-l(i if i) = 
for all i=I,...,n-1. Fkce LX~~~+~~= -I and S,, is generated by the trans- 
positions (12), (23), . . . . (n - 1 n), we deduce that x, = jsgn T), for all z E S, 
and, so f = s,, the standard polynomial of degree IZ. 
Now, by setting B, = ei i+ 1 - ei+ 1 i (i = 1, . . . . n - 1) and 
one gets f(B,, . . . . B,) = s,(B,, ..~, B,) # 0, a contradiction. 
Suppose now * = s and write y1= 2~2. Let first i E ( 1, ~.., n> be even. Then, 
for j = I; . . . . m - 1 define 
Av=e. fe J+lj+I- /+m+!j+m’l 
A,~,=ejj+lfej+,+,,+, 
A -4-1=e,l’re,,+l., 2mp1- 
where, as above, in the definition of A, we take either the 
sign according as the corresponding variable z, is either symmetric or skew. 
By an explicit computation one gets 
Since f is a *-PI for M,(F), this forces ~1~ + ~c(,~+ :j = 0. 
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In case i is odd, set, for j = 1, . . . . m - 1, 
hj=ejj+l +ej+,+lj+m 
B2j--l=e,y+ej+mj+m 
B 2m-1- -L1=e,,+e,,, 
where the above remark about the signs holds. Then 
f(B1,...,Bi~1,Bi,Bi,Bi+l,...,B,~1)=(al+a(ii+l))el,+ C Ck/ekl. 
k#l 
lfrn 
Sincef is a *-PI, also in this case we get a, + aCji+ 1j = 0. The proof is now 
completed as in the previous case. 
Let now (x1, . . . . xkj and ( yl, . . . . yk) be two distinct sets of non-com- 
muting variables and define the polynomial 
‘+,@I > ...> xk, yl, ...> yk) = 2 @iv d Xg(1) h(l) . . .-%(k) h(k) 
rT,ItSk 
In [l] it was shown that h,, is a polynomial identity for M,(P) and 2n 
is the smallest value of k for which h, vanishes in M,(F). 
In this note we shall prove that when M,(F) has the transpose involu- 
tion and the xis and yjs are symmetric and skew variables, respectively, 
then h, is a *-PI for M,(P) of smallest degree among *-PIs of this type. 
Namely, we shall prove the following 
THEOREM 2. h,(x, +xT, . . . . X,+X:, y, -yF, . . . . y,-y,*) is a *-poZyno- 
mial identity for M,(F) with transpose involution. Moreover if h, is a 
*-polynomial identity for M,(F), then k 2 n. 
Before proceeding to the proof we recall some known facts. 
Let Q be the field of rational numbers, I’= Span,{v,, . . . . ozn} be a 
2n-dimensional vector space over Q, and E be the exterior algebra of I’ 
over Q. We write E = E, + E,, where E0 is the subalgebra generated over 
Q by the monomials in the vis of even length and E, is the subspace 
generated by the monomials in the vjs of odd length. Since E, is 
commutative, in Mk(&) is defined the usual trace; the following are some 
properties of the trace recorded in [ 1, Proposition]. 
LEMMA 1. (i)IfSEM,(&) is such that tr(S)=tr(S’)= ... =tr(Sk)=O 
then Sk=O. 
(ii) If S’, TE Mk(EI) then tr(ST) = -tr(TS). 
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Another result which we will use is the following fact concerni the 
characteristic polynomial of symmetric matrkes under the sy c 16, t’ 
involution * = s. 
LEMMA 2 [4, Theorem 2.5.101. Let k= 2m and A” = A E Mk(C), C im 
urb~tr~ry commutative ring. Then A satisfies a ~oly~~mi~~ of the j&m 
p(x)= f (-l)‘c,x”---‘, 
r=Q 
where cO = 1 and inductively 
2x,= i (-l)j-I 
i= 1 
e now proceed to the proof of Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 2. It is enough to prove the theorem for M,(Q) (see 
h41). 
Take A, ) . . . . A,, I?, , . . . . n E M,(Q) and for * = t, the transpose involu- 
tion, set 
A= i (Ai$-Ai)Vi, 
i=l 
E M,(E,) and, if M,fE’,) 1s endowed with t e transpose involu.- 
tion * = f, we have 
! : 
f 
(Al?)‘= c (Ai+Ai)(Bj-Bj) v,u,+, 
=~(Bj-B~)‘(Aj+A:)‘vjv,+i 
= - c (Bj-q(Ai+A:) v,v,,, 
=c (Bj--B;)(Ai+A:) u,,jvi= 
Also, since 0: = 0 (k = 1, ..~, 2~) and for CT, t E S,, 
~,(l)~,+s(I)~,(Z)~,+r(2)..‘V,(*)t’*+.(,) = (sgn az) Z’12jn+IV2v,+2...U,,U2n, 
we obtain 
(AB)n=h,(Ar+A;, . . . . A,+A;,, B,- ~)V,U,,+lv2v,,~2~.~v,,L’2n. 
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Consider now the matrix 
Note that if M,,(E,) is endowed with the symplectic involution * =s, then 
hence D is a symmetric matrix under * = S. By Lemma 2, D satisfies a 
manic polynomial of degree IZ whose coefficients are polynomial expres- 
sions in tr(D), tr(D2), . . . . tr(D”). On the other side, since for i> 1, 
(AB)‘A, BEM,(E~), by Lemma l(ii) tr((AB)‘) = -tr((BA)‘); it follows 
that for all i 3 1, tr(D’) = tr((AB)‘) + tr((BA)“) = 0. But then by 
Lemma l(i), D” =O, and so (AB)” =O. Recalling the above computation 
for (AB)” it follows that 
h,(A, + A:, . . . . A, + A;, B, - B;, . . . . B, - B;) = 0, 
the desired conclusion. 
To check the second part of the theorem, it is enough to consider the 
staircase 
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